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Abstract 
The purpose of the paper is to present some procedures for the construction f simultaneous methods for finding all zeros 
of a polynomial f using Weierstrass' corrections W/(z) = f(z)/ I -L4i(z - zk). In this manner some well-known methods 
as well as new methods are obtained. The proposed iterative algorithms are realized in ordinary complex arithmetic and 
circular interval arithmetic. The convergence analysis of the presented methods and numerical examples are given. 
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I. Introduction 
In this paper we will consider some iteration methods for the simultaneous approximation of all 
zeros of a polynomial of degree n, 
f(g) = an Zn J r ' "  -q- alz + ao, an ~ 0 
with complex coefficients. All presented methods are based on the rational function 
f ( z )  
W (z) - - zk ) '  (1 )  
k~'~ 
where zl,... ,z, are some approximations to the zeros (1,..., (, of f .  The function W,(z) appears in 
the iteration formula 
2i = zi - Wi(zi) (i = 1 , . . . ,n ) ,  (2) 
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introduced for the first time by Weierstrass in 1891 [26, p. 258], and rediscovered later by Durand [6], 
Dochev [5], Kerner [14] and others. Dochev [5] was the first who proved its quadratic onvergence. 
Throughout this paper the iteration method (2) will be called the Durand-Kerner method, or shorter 
the D-K method, as usual in literature, although the name "Weierstrass (-Dochev) method" can also 
be met. A more details about this method and its versions may be found in the recent survey paper 
[27]. 
The term W/(z) given by (1) will be called Weierstrass' correction, or shorter, the W-correction. 
Sometimes, we will write only W~ instead of W~(zi). As in the recent papers [4,20, 27], all presented 
methods in this paper do not use any derivatives of f .  
In Section 2 we present a procedure for the derivation of simultaneous methods of the or- 
der q + 1 starting from a one-point method of the order q and substituting f ( z ) , f ' ( z ) , f " ( z )  by 
W/(z), W,'(z), W/'(z), respectively. Apart from already known methods, we obtain a new fourth-order 
method for the simultaneous approximation of all zeros of a polynomial. 
A class of simultaneous methods that use the W-correction and divided differences i considered 
in Section 3. The improved convergence is attained using suitable corrections, also based on the 
W-corrections. For the proposed iteration methods we analyze the computational efficiency and give 
a numerical example. 
Section 4 is devoted to a new interval method which is based on a fixed-point relation aris- 
ing from the secant formula. A convergence analysis shows that the order of convergence of 
this method is at least 1 ÷ x/2. To decrease the computational cost of the presented interval 
method, a hybrid method which combines iterations in ordinary complex arithmetic and circu- 
lar complex interval arithmetic is proposed. The efficiency of the combined algorithm, which in- 
eludes a procedure for finding disjoint initial disks for the zeros, is illustrated by a numerical 
example. 
2. Derivation of simultaneous methods 
Substituting f ( z )  by W,.(z), f ' ( z )  by (W,.(z))', etc. in one-point iteration formulas (Newton's, 
Halley's, Ostrowski's, Tchebyshev's, Laguerre's, Euler's, etc.) we can generate different simultane- 
ous methods. The use of one-point methods with the order greater than 3 probably will give new 
simultaneous methods but they are too complicated and cumbersome. Furthermore, such methods 
are expensive regarding the CPU time, and often unstable. For this reason, we will restrict our con- 
sideration to one-point methods of the order 2 and 3 only. Simultaneous methods of the fifth order 
(or higher) can be derived using the same procedure. 
In many cases, if we start from a suitable one-point method of the order of convergence q,
the substitution procedure yields a simultaneous method of the order q ÷ 1. This increase of the 
convergence order holds for a very wide class of methods, but we do not know whether such a 
conjecture is true in general. Since this problem is not too closely connected with the topic of 
this paper, we will illustrate this subject only on a class of simultaneous methods derived by Pad6 
approximation (see [23]). 
Let z (°) be an approximation to the zero ~ of f and let F(z)  = (z - ~)/~o(z) be analytic at z (°), 
where q~(z) is also analytic at z (°) with cp(~) ~ 0. Then the next approximation z (1) to the zero ~ by 
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using [1/q - 2J-Pad6 approximation for F(z) at z (°) is 
{ ~o(q-1)(z(O)~ \ • , -~ .T  ~ .. q .  
where e = z (°) - ~. For the proof see [23]. When F(z) = W/(z) and ei = z} °) - ~i, then 
~o(z}°)) = O(1), [go(q-1)(z}°))[ = O(max [ej[). 
\ j~ i  
Therefore, the convergence order is increased to q + 1. Particularly, for q = 2, one-point method is 
Newton's method and the generated simultaneous method is Maehly-Ehrlich-Aberth method (given 
below) of the order 3. The increase of the convergence rate also holds for the three remaining 
examples presented below. 
In the sequel, we give four examples of simultaneous methods based on the substitution of a 
polynomial f by the W-correction ~ given by (1). 
With the abbreviations 
1 
(~qi - -  f(q)(zi) Sq, i = Z (z  i _z j )q  (q = 1,2), 
' f ( z i )  ' j~i 
we find 
. . . .  
Wi(Z  ) ~-- (~l,i - -  S l , i ,  (3) 
(~2 i 62 , (mi (z ) ) t t  = (~1,/ - -  S l , i )  + ' - l,i -~- 82 ,  
(Wi (z ) )  t z=zi (~1,, - -  S l , i  (4 )  
According to this we obtain several methods for the simultaneous determination of all zeros of f :  
Maeldy-Ehrlieh-Almrth method: Considering Newton method 2 = z - f ( z ) / f ' ( z )  in the form 
Zi = Zi - Wi /Wi '  (Wi  ~-- Wi (z i ) )  (5 )  
and substituting (3) in (5), we obtain Maehly-Ehrlich-Aberth method [17, 7, 1] of the third order 
1 
2i = zi ( i=  1,...,n). 
Ol,i -- Sl,i 
Sakurai-Torii-Sugiura method: From the Halley-like formula 
1 
Zi = Zi Wi  t Wi t  , 
2~: 
by (3) and (4) we get 
2(S1,i  - ~1,i) 
Zi = Zi - -  (~2, i - -  2~2,i -q- 2Sl,i~l,i "~- S2,i - -  S21,i (i = 1, . . . ,  n), 
which is the simultaneous method of the fourth order proposed by Sakurai et al. [23]. 
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Gargantini's square root method: Replacing (3) and (4) in the Ostrowski-like formula 
1 
Zi -~- Zi - -  
W/= Wi" ' 
one obtains Gargantini's quare-root method of the fourth order [8] 
1 
Zi = Zi - -  __ (i = 1,. . . ,n).  
~/  82, i - -  82, i - -  82, i 
Simultaneous method of the fourth order, ours: Starting from the Tchebyshev-like iteration method 
Wi (1  W,. W,"~ 
2,=z,-  w,,\ +-#7 
by (3) and (4) we derive the fourth-order simultaneous method 
3(81, i  - -  S I , i )  2 + 82 i - -  82 -~- 82 i 
£i  = Zi - -  , 1,i ' (i = 1 , . . . ,  n). (6) 
2(81,i - &a) 3 
Let us note that the last three basic methods for a single zero have the cubic convergence. 
Hansen and Patrik [ 11 ] gave a generalized cubically convergent method with parameter ~. It includes 
Ostrowski (~ = 0) [18], Laguerre (~ = 1/(n - 1)) [18], Euler (~ = 1) [25], Halley (~ = -1 )  and 
Newton (~ = ~)  methods. Starting from the Hansen-Patrik-like formula 
~+1 
Zi = Zi - -  
V~i t /Wi t2  W ! i t '  
~-W//i V-W~-/2 - (~ + 1) ~/w~ w/ 
we derive the fourth-order simultaneous method 
~+1 
£i = zi - (i = 1 . . . .  ,n).  
0~(81, i - -  S l , i  ) -4- V/82,i + o~81, i (281,  i - S l , i )  - (o~ -~- 1)(82, i  -k- S2, i )  
This method includes Gargantini (~ = 0), Sakurai-Torii-Sugiura (~ = -1 )  and Maehly-Ehrlich- 
Aberth (~ = ec) methods. We have found no previous derivation of these two iteration formulae. 
Also, using suitable fourth-order methods for a single zero and the expressions for Wi'/W~, Wi" /W /
(given by (3) and (4)) and W/"/W/, we can derive the fifth-order simultaneous methods. But, these 
iteration formulas are too cumbersome and expensive so that we omit them. 
For demonstration, we give the convergence analysis of the new method (6). 
Theorem 1. I f  approximations Z 1 . . . . .  Z n are sufficiently close to the distinct zeros  ~1, . . . ,~n  o f  the 
po lynomia l  f ,  then the simultaneous iteration method (6) has the order o f  convergence qual to 
four .  
ProoL Let us introduce the errors ei =z i -  ~i (i = 1, . . . ,n)  and the abbreviations 
(2zi - zj - ~j)ej 
= Z (7/ -  _ z# Ai = ~ (zi - ~+)(z, - z+)' 
js~i j • i  
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In our proof we will use the identities 
1 
"' : + :1  (z,- 
" 1 
~1i= Z -- , ' z j=l i 
whence 
(~1 i -S1  i : L(I--Ai~,i) , 
, , 8i 
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1 
~2,,, -~2, , -S2 , ,  : ~ (1 - B,~). 
Using the last two relations, from the iteration formula (6) we find 
3(01,i Sl, i) 2 + •2,i 62 - - l,, + $2,, 2e i -  6A,e 2 + 3A2g~ + Bie~ 
2(~1, i -- Sl, i) 3 2 - 6AiF, i .qt_ 6A i~2 _ 2A~F3 i '  
or, after the rearrangement, 
~, = 3AZg~ - B,e~ - 2A~e 4 (7) 
2 - 6Aiei + 6AieZi - 2A3it3i" 
Assuming that the approximations Zl,... ,z, are good enough, from (7) we see that the denominator 
is bounded and tends to 2 when ei ~ 0. Besides, IAil = O(maxj#~ lej]) and also IBm[ = O(maxj4~ [ejl) 
so that from (7) there follows: 
]g i l :o ( lg i lamax l~ j l ) .  
j~ i  
If we adopt that absolute values of all errors ej ( j=  1,... ,n) are of the same order, say [~j[--o(Ig), 
we will have 
I~1 = 0(1~14), 
which proves the theorem. [] 
3. S imul taneous  mul t i s tep  methods  
In terms of divided differences, the multistep iteration method for finding a simple zero of a 
function f derived from a rational interpolation at m + 1 nodes z(°),... ,z(') has been considered in 
[22] in the form 
( f )  [z(O) . . . .  ,Z (m-l)] 
Z (m+l) = Z (m) - -  (8)  
Iteration formulas of this type have also been studied in [10, 13, 21]. When m = 1 we obtain the 
secant method with the order (1 + v/-5)/2. 
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As it was shown in [22], the m + 1-step simultaneous version of the method (8) is obtained by 
replacing f ( z )  by the W-correction 
wi(m)(z) = f ( z )  
i_Ln ( z __ z(km)). (9) 
ksdi 
New approximations are given by 
z} re+l) = z} m) - ( i  = 1 . . . .  ,n ) .  (10) 
(1 )  [ z '0 ) '~  "" .,Z' m)] 
~(m) _ (m)  Let ~ = zi - ~i (m = O, 1,... ). In [22] the following assertions was proved. 
Theorem 2. I f  a polynomial f ( z )  has only simple zeros, then for the new approximations produced 
by the (m + 1)-step method (10) we have the estimate 
^(re+l) z~m+ 1)~i  0(¢'i isi "1~I O) (11) 6i :=  - -  : • • max . I K IJ 
The order of convergence of the method (10) is at least ~m, where 7,n > 1 + vr2 -- 2.414 is the 
unique positive zero of the equation 
~m+l_ 27m _ 7m- -1  . . . . .  1 = 0. (12) 
From (11 ) we see that if maxk4 i  18(m)[ becomes maller, then the convergence order of the method 
(10) increases. More precisely, we have the following assertion [22]. 
Theorem 3. I f  the approximations z(k m) (k 7 ~ i) in (9) are improved by some iteration method with 
the order of convergence ~, then the convergence order for simple zeros is the unique positive zero 
7m,q of the algebraic equation 
ym+l__q7m__ym--1 . . . . .  1=0,  where q=l+~.  (13) 
In this section we will consider four kinds of the W-corrections; instead of (9) we define the 
improved Weierstrass' correction, indicated by .. . . .  , in the form 
where 
6(k m)--0, q=2 in (13); 
6~m) w(m) ="k  , q----3 in (13); 
A m Wi ( )(z) = f (z )  
1-Ikn:,( z __ Z(k,n) + 6(m)), (14) 
k4i 




q=4 in (13); 
@‘) = N$‘; = Wk(@ q=5 in (13); 
l + c (m) 
j#k ‘k 
Here Nk(m) is the Nourein’s correction and N$$ is the improved Nourein’s correction (provided by 
the W-correction). 
Using (14) and the presented corrections obtained by the iteration methods with the order tl = 1 
(formally), a = 2, a = 3 and a = 4, respectively, we obtained four (m + 1 )-step simultaneous methods 
of the form 
p+l) = Z!“’ - ( > & [z;“),...,Zi(m-l)] 
I I I1 (4 
(i= l,...,n), 
KM) [Zi’o’ ,...,$‘I 
I 
(15) 
referred to as (M,), that is, 
(Ml ) - without corrections; 
(M2) - with W-D corrections; 
(A&) - with Nourein’s corrections; 
(A&) - with improved Nourein’s corrections. 
The order of convergence Y~,~ of these methods is given in Table 1. From this table one can 
see the dependence of the order of convergence ym,4 on the order m of divided difference and the 
convergence parameter q = 1 + a appearing in Eq. (13). We observe that the order ym,4 increases 
very slowly when the order of divided d@erences grows. 
It is obvious that any simultaneous method is more efficient if its order of convergence is greater 
and the total number of arithmetic operations per iteration is smaller. Defining a coefficient of 
efficiency, it is also necessary to take into account the processor (CPU) time needed for execution 
of the mentioned operations. For this purpose one should be dealing with the weights which is (i) 
proportional to the number of elementary steps (period clocks) necessary in the execution of this 
operation in the arithmetic units of the computer and (ii) normalized in reference to the addition. 
For more details see [ 19, Ch. 61. 
Table 1 
Order of convergence Y,,,,~ 
4 m=l m=2 m=3 m=4 
Ym, 4
2 2.4142 2.5468 2.5921 2.6083 
3 3.3028 3.3830 3.4052 3.4116 
4 4.2361 4.2876 4.2993 4.3020 
5 5.1926 5.2279 5.2345 5.2358 
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A close look at the total efficiency of the methods M1 - M4 can be obtained using the definition 
of the computational efficiency in the form 
E(M~, m, n) = ,,O(m,n) tm, q , (16)  
where O(m,n) is the total computational cost normalized to the cost of  evaluation of a polynomial 
f of  degree n at one point (approximation) in complex arithmetic by (say) the Homer scheme. 
We have compared the methods M1-M4 for m = 1 on the PC 486DX2 and also on various 
computing machines, using either direct testing on some of them, or a theoretical evaluation based 
on data given in [16]. Since the computational cost O(m,n) is strongly dependent on the perfor- 
mances of  arithmetic units of the applied computing machine and, consequently, the tested method 
in general could be ranked in different ordering, in the case of our methods we obtained the same 
ranking for all considered computers. It turned out that the most efficient method among the methods 
{M1,M2,M3,M4} is M4 which has the greatest order 7m,q and, at the same time, does not require 
too much additional numerical operations in reference to the basic method M1. The ranking of the 
remaining methods is as follows: M2,M3,M1. 
We have also calculated the computational efficiency in the case of divided differences of higher or- 
der (m > 1 ). The total cost O(m, n) grows significantly when m increases ince, apart from additional 
operations needed for the calculation of higher differences, more starting vectors of  approximations 
z(°),. . . ,z (m-o are necessary. For these reasons, and taking into account the fact that the order of  
convergence Ym,q slightly increases when m grows (see Table 1), the efficiency of the considered 
methods significantly decreases when the divided differences of  higher order are used. However, the 
rank of the considered methods is the same as for m = 1; thus, Mn,M2,M3,MI. 
Example 1. We have tested the methods M1-M4 for m = 1 (two-step simultaneous methods) on the 
example of the polynomial 
f(z) =z 12 - (2 + 5i)z ll - (1 - 10i)z 1° + (12 - 25i)z 9 - 30z 8 
- -z  4 ÷ (2 ÷ 5i)z 3 ÷ (1 -- 10i)z 2 - (12 - 25i)z + 30 
with the zeros ~1,2 = -4- 1, ~3,4 = -4- i, ~5,6 = x/-2/2 4- ix/~/2, ~7,8 = -x /2 /2  4- ix/-2/2, ~9 = 2i, ~1o = 3i 
and ~11,12 = 1 +2i .  As initial approximations, the following complex numbers have been chosen: 
z~ °) = 1.3 + 0.2i, z~ °) = -1 .3  + 0.2i, z~ °~ = -0 .3  - 1.2i, z~4°) = -0 .3  + 1.2i, 
z~ °) = 0.5 + 0.5i, z~ °) = 0.5 - 0.5i, z~ °) = -0 .5  + 0.5i, z~ °) = -0 .5  - 0.5i, 
z~ °) -- 0.2 + 2.2i, Zl0-(°) = 0.2 + 3.2i, Zl ~(0) = 1.3 + 2.2i, z12(°~ = 1.3 - 2.2i. 
The values of  the approximations z} 3), obtained in the third iteration, together with the absolute errors 
[z~ 3) - ~i] (i = 1 . . . .  ,12), are displayed in Table 2. 
4. New combined interval method 
In this section we present a new circular interval method which uses the secant formula and the 
W-correction. We recall that the main advantage of  circular arithmetic methods lies in automatic 
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Table 2 
Approximations obtained in the third iteration by the methods M1 - M4. 
A(-h) means A x 10 -h 
i Rez~ 3) Imz} 3) Iz} 3) - ~il 
Method M1 
1 0.9999809564747223 -0.0000432882361953 4.729(-5) 
2 -1.0000174746663530 -0.0000105022845864 2.039(-5) 
3 -0.0001724171905792 -1.0000532511779320 1.805(-4) 
4 0.0002273816860082 1.0001831304996850 2.920(-4) 
5 0.7069357188173216 0.7071615364365733 1.796(-4) 
6 0.7071319682922942 -0.7071097335413387 2.536(-5) 
7 -0.7071245413652957 0.7070958025573020 2.088(-5) 
8 -0.7070059995545155 -0.7070226118188702 1.313(-4) 
9 -0.0000445676541662 1.9998977409201430 1.115(-4) 
10 -0.0000004615230844 2.9999998951172590 4.733(-7) 
11 0.9999707778122877 1.9999470881802890 6.044(-5) 
12 0.9999904373955879 -2.0000046106149840 1.062(-5) 
Method M2 
1 1.0000000129292230 -0.0000000052326415 1.395(-8) 
2 -0.9999999988585665 -0.0000000002560885 1.170(-9) 
3 -0.0000000201349369 -1.0000000384908820 4.344(-8) 
4 -0.0000000015169269 0.9999999933002700 6.869(-9) 
5 0.7071067795641189 0.7071067784556023 3.177(-9) 
6 0.7071067831989463 -0.7071067787855702 3.133(-9) 
7 -0.7071067811595781 0.7071067812466671 6.589(-11) 
8 -0.7071067811411837 -0.7071067807639141 4.251(-10) 
9 0.0000000005787747 2.0000000007580320 9.537(-10) 
10 -0.0000000000311812 3.0000000000197800 3.693(- 11) 
11 1.0000000000209400 1.9999999999876980 2.429(- 11) 
12 1.0000000000018030 -2.0000000000046460 4.984(-12) 
Method M3 
1 0.9999999999997964 -0.0000000000000843 2.204(-13) 
2 -0.9999999999996263 0.0000000000000596 3.784(-13) 
3 0.0000000000037208 -0.9999999999981513 4.155(-12) 
4 -0.0000000000003089 1.0000000000022510 2.272(-12) 
5 0.7071067811810775 0.7071067811894312 6.184(-12) 
6 0.7071067811887972 -0.7071067811760401 1.075(-11) 
7 -0.7071067811871096 0.7071067811862404 6.405(-13) 
8 -0.7071067811858246 -0.7071067811815159 5.083(-12) 
9 -0.0000000000001313 1.9999999999988870 1.121(-12) 
10 0.0000000000000061 3.0000000000000100 1.189(-14) 
11 1.0000000000002340 1.9999999999988900 1.134(-12) 
12 1.0000000000000690 -2.0000000000000760 1.027(-13) 
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Table 2 (contd.) 
i Rez} 3) Imz} 3) Iz? > i ~,l 
Method M4 
1 1.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000 1.933(-17) 
2 -1.0000000000000000 .0000000000000000 7.678(-18) 
3 0.0000000000000000 -1.0000000000000000 8.504(-18) 
4 0.0000000000000000 1.0000000000000000 2.312(-17) 
5 0.7071067811865475 0.7071067811865475 1. 70(-16) 
6 0.7071067811865475 -0.7071067811865476 1.110(-16) 
7 -0.7071067811865476 0.7071067811865475 1.110(-16) 
8 -0.7071067811865475 -0.7071067811865475 1.570(-16) 
9 0.0000000000000003 2.0000000000000000 5.652(-16) 
10 -0.0000000000000007 3.0000000000000000 6.889(-16) 
11 0.9999999999999998 2.0000000000000000 4.965(-16) 
12 1.0000000000000000 -2.0000000000000000 1.237(-20) 
computation of rigorous error bound (given by the radii of resulting inclusion disks) on approximate 
solutions. More about iteration methods for the simultaneous inclusion of polynomial zeros can be 
found in the book [19]. 
The development and convergence analysis of the inclusion algorithm proposed in Section 4 need 
the basic properties of circular complex arithmetic introduced by Gargantini and Henrici [9]. For the 
convenience of the readers which are not closely familiar with basic properties of circular arithmetic, 
we give a short review of basic operations and properties of circular complex arithmetic. For more 
details see the excellent book [2]. 
A circular closed region (disk) Z := {z: [z -c[  ~< r} with center c := mid Z and radius r := rad Z 
we will denote by parametric notation Z := {c; r}. If Zk := {ck; rk} (k = 1,2), then 
Z1 4-Z2 = {Cl 4- c2;rl + r2}, 
Zl" 22 = {CLC2; Icl[r2 + Ic2lr~ + rlr2}, 
{~;r} (Icl > r, i.e. 0 ~ Z), z - l _ -  {c ; r} - I  - icl = - r 2 
: = z ,  . z£  (o 
For the basic interval operations +, - , . ,  : the inclusion property is valid, that is, 
ZkCWkz::~ZI~cZ2CWI~W2 (k = 1,2;.  E {+, - , . , :} ) .  
Moreover, if f is a rational function and F its complex circular extension, then 
Zk C Wk (k = 1, . . . ,q)  =a g(Zl .... ,Zq)CF(W1 . . . . .  Wq). 
Particularly, we have 
wkE Wk (k = 1,... ,q; wkEC)  =# f(wl,... ,Wq)EF(W1,...,Wq). 
In this paper we will use the following obvious property: 
{c , ; r ,}  n {c2 ; r2}  = ~1 < '.. Icl - c~l > r, +r2 .  
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Let (Zl , . . . ,z , )  and (z~' . . . . .  z,~) be the approximations to the distinct zeros ~1 . . . . .  fin of the poly- 
nomial f .  Since 
f (z i )  
w;(z ; )  . -  1-K , (z ,  - ~k)  - z ;  - ~,  
using the secant formula we obtain 
. w , (z* )  . ( z ;  - ~ , ) ( z ;  - z , )  
Zi  - -  Z i  - -  
W i [Z i ,Z ; ]  (Z*  - -  ~ i )  - -  (Z i  - -  ~ i )  
This formula in a developed form reads 
f (z* )  
w~(zT):= . . =zT-~; ,  
l Ik=,(z~ - ~k) 
= ~i. 
f(z____;) ~k) (z; - zi) 
, Hk¢ , (z ;  - 
~i = Zi  - -  f ( z ,  ) f (z i )  (17) 
1-L¢i(z~ - ~ ) l-Ik¢i(zi - ~k )
Let us assume now that we have found complex intervals (disks or rectangles) Z~,. . . ,Z;  such 
that ~; EZT, zi,z; ~ Z;, (i # k). Then, using the inclusion property, from (17) we obtain 
f ( z ;  ) 
z ;  ) (z7 - ~,) 
* Hk¢ i (Z i *  - -  
~i E 2 i :=  Z i - -  f (zT)  f (z i )  (i = 1 . . . . .  n). (18) 
1- Ik¢ , (z ,  - z ; )  l-Ik¢i(z~. - Z~ ) 
Therefore, if the zeros  ~1 . . . . .  ~n belong to Z~,...,Z,~, respectively, then each zero ~; belongs to 
2; (i = 1,...,n). This suggests an interval method for the simultaneous inclusion of all zeros of the 
polynomial f .  But, a direct application of the interval formula (18) gives poor results since intervals 
Z~,... ,Z~ appear many times. For this reason, in order to reduce interval widths, cancellation or 
reduction o f  the number of  occurrences of  a variables (here (k in (17)) before interval calculation 
should be performed. For that purpose let us rewrite (17) in an equivalent form 
f ( z  7 )(z* - zi) , f (z*  )(z 7 ---/zi) z* - (19) 
~i = Z ;  - -  t.. z . ,Hk~i (Z ;  - -  ~k)  : Z i  - -  Z i~  
f (zT)  - - -  f (z* )  - f(zi)l-Ik¢; ~ 1 + ~ - -~ j  j t z ;  ) 1-L¢;(zi - C[) 
In the above formula the variable ~k appears only once which enables considerable reduction of 
interval widths. This leads to the interval formula 
. f ( z ;  ) (z*  - z ; )  
Zi  = z i - -  zi.__zi ~ (i = 1,... ,n), (20) 
f(z~" ) - f (z ; )  IX  1 + zi - Z; ./ 
k#;  
which is the base for the construction of an efficient combined algorithm which provides complex 
intervals containing the exact zeros. In this way, we attain an automatic ontrol of the upper error 
bound of the wanted approximations, which is a crucial and essence advantage of inclusion methods. 
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Let us note that the substitution of the zero ~k by the approximation z; in (19) gives the two-step 
iteration method M~ in ordinary complex arithmetic, that is, 
f (z* )(z* - Z i )  
zi : z[ -- ( z 7 --zi~ ( i :  1,...,n). 
f (z* ) - f (z i )  1-I 1 + -- - - -  
(21) 
In order to find initial inclusion disks for the wanted distinct zeros ( l , . . . , ( ,  of a polynomial f
we can use the following result: 
Let z~,... ,Zn be disjoint complex numbers and let r~=nlf(zi)/l-Ik¢~(z~-zk)l =nlW~l ( i=  1,... ,n). 
According to Smith's result [24] (see, also Braess and Hadeler [3]) it follows that the union of  n 
disks t2{zi;nIWil} contains all zeros o f f .  In particular, i f  all disks {zl;nlWll},. . . ,{z,;n[W,I} are 
mutually disjoint, that is, i f  
Iz~ -zkl  > nlW~l +nlWkl (22) 
for all pairs i, kE  {1,... ,n} (i ¢ k), then each disk {zi;nlW~l} (i = 1,. . . ,n) contains one and only 
one zero of  f .  
According to (20) and (21) we can establish an efficient combined algorithm for the simultaneous 
inclusion of all polynomial zeros, noting that the term "combined" here means not only the com- 
bination of the D-K method and the secant method, but also the combination of the point and the 
interval method. 
Algorithm (Combined inclusion method): 
(1) Starting from reasonably close approximations z~°),... ,z(~ °) calculate the new approximations 
zl°, . . .  ,z(~ 1) by, for example, the D-K  method; 
(2) For v : 1 calculate inclusion disks Zff ) = {z~);n[Wi(z~V))[} (i = 1,. . . ,n) and check the 
inequalities of  the form (22). I f  all o f  them are satisfied, then go to the step (4); otherwise, go to 
the step (3); 
(v+~) ~(v+l) applying the iteration method (21) with (3) Find new complex approximations z 1 ,. . .  ,_, 
zi := z} v-l) and z[ := z} v~. Go to the step (2) setting v := v + 1; 
(4) I f  the inequalities (22) are fulfilled for some iteration index v, start with the interval proce- 
dure (20) in complex circular arithmetic taking in (20) 
zi := z} v-l), z; := z} v), Z? := Zff ) : {z}V);n[W~(z}V))l} ( i  = 1, . . . ,n) .  
The interval method has the form (according to (20)) 
_(~)v_(~) z}V-1)) f(~i )~i - Zff +I) z} ~) : -- [ _(v) _(v-l) \ 
~i - -~ i  f (z} ' )  - f(z  v-l)) 1 + } 
• z i  --'~k / 
(i = 1,... ,n). (23) 
This interval procedure & repeated for v + 1,v + 2 ... .  until for some iteration index Vo the 
termination criterion given by the inequalities 
rad Zff °) < 
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be satisfied for all i = 1,..., n and the given accuracy e. The resulting disks Z~ (v°) will contain the 
wanted zeros ~i (i = 1,... ,n). 
Remark  1. The termination accuracy e must be just a little greater than the limit precision of the 
employed arithmetic. For example, e < 10 -is in the case of double precision arithmetic (15 to 16 
significant decimal digits) and e < 10 -32 for quad-precision arithmetic (32 to 33 significant digits). 
In fact, it is preferable to use the program package with built-in interval arithmetic (see, e.g., [ 12,15]). 
Remark  2. The quantities W~(z} v)) (i = 1,...,n), necessary for the calculation of initial inclusion 
disks, are also used, either in the point procedure, or in the interval procedure, which means that 
no additional calculations are needed. Thus, we find starting inclusion disks in passing, so that this 
step of the combined algorithm does not increase the total computational cost. 
In the following theorem we prove that the order of convergence of the interval method (23) is the 
same with the order of the combined D-K method M1 (for m = 1) in ordinary complex arithmetic. 
Theorem 4. I f  the radii r~ v) of the disks Z[ v) defined by (23) are small enough, then the sequences 
(r} v)) (i = 1,. . . ,n) converge to 0 with the order of convergence 2 = 1 + x/2----2.414. 
Proof. We give the sketch of the proof. For simplicity we consider the iteration formula (20) and 
* -  * -~ i ,  ei=zi ~i and define introduce the errors 'Y'i - -Z i  
r * :  max r~, r= max rk. 
1 <~k<~n 1 <~k<~n 
Then using circular arithmetic operations, after an extensive but elementary calculation one gets 
z ;  - z ,  (~;  - - .... 
IX l+  . . . . .  1+ . . . . . .  {l+f l i (g*-e i ) ,? i r  }, 
~#~ z~ - z; . Iz, - z; I 2 - r;: 
where fl~ E C and ?i > O. Furthermore, we find 
(24) 
f(z?)-(z*-5)FL~(z*-$k):~i~(l+~*-~--~i(l+O(~;-~3). (25) 
f(z i)  (zi - ~,) Hk#i(zi - {k ) ei . zi - ~, J ~.i 
) fli(g;' - el) - 1; ~,1~,-*  e,I r* } 
~,1~;  - ,It* 
By (24) we find from (20) 
f(z i)  { f (z ;  ) 
f(zi)  
rad Zi = ri = rad 
f(z* ) 
f(z i)  
f (z ;  )(g* - ei) 
f(z i)  f l i (~ - g i ) -  1 2 - (?/ l~; - ~i lr*) 2" 
(26) 
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For sufficiently small r and r* the denominator 
__f(z*) _ fl~(e* - ei) - 1 2 _ (~l e* _ e~lr*) 2 
f (g i )  
is bounded. Besides, by (25) we estimate 
f ( z* ) (e*  - ei) (e 7 - ei)e*(1 + O(e* - ei)) = O(r*). 
Finally, in regard to the above estimates and the fact that [e* - e~[ = O(r), we obtain from (26) 
_ -  O(r*2r). 
For some iteration index v we have 
r(~+l) = O(r(~)Er(v-1)). (27) 
Assume that for some Vo we have r ~°) = R with 0 < R < 1 and r C~-l) < 1 for every v -  1 > Vo. 
According to (27) the sequence (r c~)) will converge to 0. Let the order of  convergence of the 
sequence (r ~)) be 2 > 0. Then, 
r (v) = O(R ~-~°) (v = Vo + 1,v0 + 2,.. .).  
From (27) we have 
r (~+l) = O(R  2~'-~° . R~-v0 -1) = O(RE~-v°+;-v°-'). 
According to the last relation and the fact that r (~+1) = O(r (~?) = O(R~V-~°+l~ by the comparison of 
the exponents there follows: 
22~-~o + 2v-vo-1 = ) f -vo+l,  
which reduces to the quadratic equation 
22 -22-  1 = 0. 
Hence, the positive solution 2 = 1 + v~ ~ 2.414 is the lower bound of the order of  convergence of 
the interval method (23). [] 
Example 2. The combined method described above by the steps (1)-(4) has been applied for the 
inclusion of  all zeros of the polynomial 
f ( z )  = z 7 - z 5 - 10Z 4 - -  Z 3 - -  Z "~- 10, 
whose zeros are (1 = 2, (2 = 1, (3 = -1 ,  (4,5 = + i ,  (6 ,7  = --1 +2i .  As the starting approximations 
we have taken 
zl °) = 2.3 + 0.1i, z~ °) = 1.2 + 0.2i, z~ °) = -0.8 - 0.2i, zC4 °) = 0.1 + 1.3i, 
z~ °) = -0.2 -- 0.8i, z~ °~ = -1.2 + 2.2i, z~ °) = --1.2 - 1.8i. 
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First, we have applied the classical W-D method 
z}') -- z}°)_ f(z} °)) 
l~k4i(z}O) _z(2)) (i = 1 . . . .  ,7) 
to provide the next approximations zl1) . . . . .  z~ 1) necessary to run the method M~ and we have obtained 
zl a) = 2.0462 - 0.1305 i, 
z(41) = -0.0395 ÷ 1.0733 i, 
z~ 1~ = 1.0581 - 1.9798 i. 
z~ 1) • 1.0955 + 0.0419 i, z~ 1) = -0.9571 - 0.0079 i, 
z~ ~) = -0.0195 - 0.9314i, z~61) = 1.0674 + 1.9346i, 
Applying one iteration of  the two-step method M~ we have obtained the improved approximations 
zl 2) = 1.996305778616 + 0.001072887214 i, 
z~ 2) --- 0.994907952639 - 0.002125249084 i, 
z~ 2) = - 1.000396014901 ÷ 0.000627689903 i, 
z~ 2) -- 0.000988082640 + 0.999003946726 i, 
z~ 2) = 0.001085943747 - 0.999122402119 i, 
z~62) -- -0.999011395747 ÷ 2.000204740322 i, 
z~ 2) = - 1.000204250910 - 1.999526253443 i. 
Then we have calculated inclusion disks Zfi 2)= {z}2);r}2)}, where r} 2)= 71W,(z}2))[ (i = 1,. . . ,  7). The 
radii r} 2) of these disks are given below: 
r l : )=  2.6826 × 10 -2, r~2)= 3.8846 × 10 -2, r~2)= 5.2151 × 10 -3, r~2)= 9.8628 × 10 -3, 
r~ 2) = 9.8230 × 10 -3, r~ 2) = 7.0766 × 10 -3, r~ 2) = 3.6162 × 10 -3. 
It has turn out that Z~ 2) NZj(.2)= 0 for all pairs (i, j) (i ¢ j), which means that each of  these disks 
contains one and only one zeros of  f .  According to the procedure described above, the interval 
method (23) based on the secant method can start. Two iterations in circular arithmetic by (23) yield 
the vectors of  disks Z (3) and Z (4~ shown in Table 3. The obtained disks contain the exact zeros of  
the given polynomial and their radii determine the upper error bound of the found approximations 
z} v~ (centers of  disks). 
As in many papers on this topic, circular interval arithmetic is used in this paper too since it 
is more comfortable for calculations. We note that the rectangular interval arithmetic can be also 
applied and the derived results remain valid; moreover, then the advantage of  this type of interval 
arithmetic to incorporate rounding errors becomes evident. 
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Table 3 
Inclusion disks produced by combined interval secant method. A(-h) means 
A× 10 -h. 
Interval procedure 
i Rez~ 3) Imz~ 3) r~ 3) 
1 1.9999987462664230 0.0000013023327391 2.122(-5) 
2 0.9999979668444596 -0.0000011495519632 2.560(-5) 
3 -1.0000000530609750 0.0000000883323023 8.491(-7) 
4 -0.0000003183789351 1.0000000905683390 3.701(-6) 
5 0.0000000238634385 -0.9999995481382530 3.379(-6) 
6 -0.9999999224836242 1.9999999991737800 1.369(-6) 
7 -1.0000000103817190 -2.0000000024556420 4.534(-7) 
i Re z} 4) Imz} 4) r} 4) 
1 2.0000000000000130 -0.0000000000000088 1.908(--13) 
2 1.0000000000000200 0.0000000000000018 3.223(--13) 
3 --1.0000000000000000 -0.0000000000000001 9.749(--16) 
4 -0.0000000000000004 0.9999999999999997 8.857(--15) 
5 0.0000000000000005 --0.9999999999999992 1.187(--14) 
6 --1.0000000000000000 2.0000000000000000 5.685(--16) 
7 --1.0000000000000000 --2.0000000000000000 3.957(-17) 
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